“Value Planning addresses today’s number
one management issue—building a value management system—and provides a systematic
approach with clear guidance that will be helpful to any company in creating shareholder
value. I really enjoyed reading this and highly
recommend it.”
–John B. Menzer
Chief Financial Officer,
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.

“Serven demystifies shareholder value creation
and provides a pragmatic, actionable guidebook for executives. Value Planning’s step-bystep management system focuses business
planning on delivering, not just predicting
results. The book’s self-diagnostic measures
should prove especially useful in charting, and
assessing, organizational progress.”
–Henry A. McKinnell
President
Pfizer Pharmaceuticals
“Mr. Serven provides an insightful recipe for
implementing employee-level values throughout an organization with the focus on creating
shareholder wealth. The case studies present
clear examples of how aligning employee
incentives with shareholder value can contribute to a company’s long-term success.
Recommended reading for both managers
and institutional investors.”
–James E. Burton
Chief Executive Officer
California Public Employees’
Retirement System

About the Author: Lawrence Serven is an internationally recognized expert in finance and business planning, and is a principle with
the Buttonwood Group, a consulting organization that specializes in
business planning and other shareholder value issues.

“The marketplace today demands that companies draw a tight correlation between the total
customer experience and the maximization of
shareholder value. Lawrence Serven's book
provides an in-depth look at how the finance
professional can take piecemeal information
and turn that into a powerful set of business
strategies. I recommend this book for those
who work in a fast-paced business environment and are looking for a set of guidelines to
help them migrate through the murky waters.”
–Matt Delaney
Director of Corporate Planning
Dell Computer Corporation
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